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Electro-Thermal Analysis using SYMMIC with Microwave Office
SYMMIC works in collaboration with AWR Corporation's Microwave Office (MWO) to provide complete
closed-loop electro-thermal analysis of monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs). This application
note demonstrates electro-thermal analysis of a distributed amplifier operating in steady-state. This example
uses MWO 2010 (9.0) and requires SYMMIC version 2.5.0 or higher.

Distributed Amplifier and FET Model

The MMIC design is a slightly modified version of the Distributed Amplifier example that is included with
MWO, which contains 4 FETs. The FET electrical model is TOM3 with temperature-dependent coefficients
chosen arbitrarily to demonstrate the simulation process. The nominal temperature in the model was
assumed to represent the peak junction temperature for the device at which parameters were extracted,
rather than the ambient temperature. To allow feedback of junction temperatures from the thermal analysis,
the TJ parameter of the TOM3 model was exposed in the amplifier schematic as Tj. Tj of each FET was set
from a temperature equation placed in the main schematic for the MMIC. Initially this equation was just the
nominal temperature vector T={50,50,50,50}. Later, this T vector is updated to feedback the actual
temperatures from the thermal analysis.
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SYMMIC Device Template
The first step in carrying out a thermal analysis is to configure a device template in SYMMIC to represent
the 3D structure and the stack-up from the cold plate. Starting with the generic FET template that comes
with SYMMIC, parameters were adjusted to produce a FET resembling the AWR MESFET Library device
used in the Distributed Amplifier:
finger width = 50 µm
drain/source length = 16 µm
gate to source distance = 1.4 µm
gate length = 1.7 µm
gate to drain = 0.8 µm
This gave a gate pitch of about 20 µm. All epi-layers were assumed to have the thermal conductivity of
AlGaAs. Source vias were eliminated by filling in these components with GaAs, but the source pad via was
retained. After all the changes were made the device template was saved as FET1.xml. This template
models half of the device divided along the mid-line of symmetry. There are 6 gates in the full device, each
50 microns long, so the total gate length of the full device is 0.3mm.

First Thermal Analysis
For an initial thermal analysis, the Layout_To_SYMMIC script in MWO was used to generate the layout
template and power table for SYMMIC. From the list of project schematics on the left side of the first
dialog, the Distributed_Amplifier schematic (which has the layout for the MMIC as shown above) was
selected. The boundary of this layout determines the overall dimensions (length × width) of the MMIC. To
get dissipated powers along with the layout, the schematic specifying the electrical simulation was selected
from the list on the right side. The schematic TestBench defines a harmonic balance simulation at a specific
frequency and input power level.
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In the next dialog, the FET sub-circuits were added to the layout. This locates the position of each device for
the thermal analysis , and creates a power table entry. The FET1.xml device template (as configured above)
was used to represent each TOM3_Sub sub-circuit. The angle of the device in the amplifier layout relative
to the template was 180°, and the device template was mirrored to put both halves of the device in the
layout.

When the Add To Layout button is pressed, entries are created in the data file that place the centers of the
device templates in the correct locations. Once the layout was complete, the SYMMIClayout data file was
exported to Distributed_Amplifier.xml. Then an electrical simulation was run in MWO to fill the power
table using Simulate > Analyze. The power table reports the total power (PT) measurement across each
device, and these values can then be used to set the power levels in SYMMIC.

The Powers_To_SYMMIC script was used to export the power table values in a format that SYMMIC can
easily import. This script presents a dialog asking the user to specify the power parameter name. It is
important to enter the name of the power parameter in the device template exactly. In this case, the
parameter has units of W/mm and the string "(W/mm)" happens to be part of the parameter name. Since
power table measurements (as read by the script) are in W, these values must be divided by the gate length.
Therefore, the value 3.33 (1/0.3) was entered for the multiplicative scaling factor.
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Pressing the OK button in this dialog created the SYMMICpowers Data File shown below:

This data file was exported to SYMMICpowers.csv. Then, the dissipated powers on the FETs can be easily
imported into SYMMIC by opening the Distributed_Amplifier.xml layout in SYMMIC and selecting
Import values from > CSV file... from the File menu.
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SYMMIC always records the peak temperatures on each device at the end of a thermal analysis. The file to
which these values are recorded can be specified by opening the Value Recording dialog (Solve >
Configure run > Value recording...) and setting the recording file to "Distributed_Amplifier_Results.csv".
To output temperatures in a form MWO can easily use, the box next to "Record layout's equivalent thermal
impedances after superposition" was also checked. Then the thermal analysis was run using Solve > Run
simulation... After the simulation was completed, peak device temperatures could be viewed in the Results
> Recorded Values... dialog in Kelvin. Temperatures in Celsius are available in the Results > Snapshot...
dialog.

Using the Thermal Analysis in MWO
The Distributed_Amplifier.bas script output from SYMMIC was imported as a project module in MWO by
right clicking on Code Modules in the Scripting Editor. This script represents the thermal analysis results in
terms of equivalent thermal resistances, in a form that can be used as an equation on a schematic. To use this
script as an equation, however, the module must be renamed to “Equations” and then the project saved,
closed, and reopened.
The peak junction temperatures from the thermal analysis could be obtained from the equation:
S = Temps({0.13336,0.13282,0.1309,0.13025},300) - 273.15
The Temps function was created by SYMMIC. The vector calculated by putting the powers from the power
table into this function is the peak junction temperatures of the devices (in Kelvin) from the thermal
analysis. Thus, the S equation computes peak device temperatures in Celsius:
S: { 68.09,68.22,67.7,67.18 }
This can be confirmed by comparing S with the temperatures in Celsius listed in the snapshot in SYMMIC,
or by comparing SYMMIC's recorded values in Kelvin to the temperatures reported by the equation in the
Immediate Window of the Scripting Editor.
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Iterative Electro-Thermal Analysis in MWO
Setting T=S will cause the TOM3 device models to be updated with the temperatures from the thermal
analysis. This will produce a different amount of dissipated power on each device, as reported in the power
table after re-running the electrical simulation. These altered power levels could then be entered in the
S=Temps equation (above) to calculate a new set of junction temperatures, and so on.
To facilitate this process, a script is provided to iteratively read the power table and feed it to the Temps()
function until temperatures converge. Before running the Iterate_ElectroThermal script, the T equation was
reset to the nominal values (50°C) and then the electrical simulation was run again to reset the power table
to initial values. After 12 iterations, the electro-thermal simulation converged to:
T: { 84.05, 84.13, 81.89, 80.26}
Because GaAs has temperature-dependent properties, the actual junction temperatures will be somewhat
higher than these values. When the SYMMIC thermal analysis was repeated using the final power values
reported in the power table, the peak junction temperatures were:
{ 84.44, 84.52, 82.23, 80.56 }

Closing the Loop with SYMMIC
To see what the final temperatures would be with all the complexities of the full material properties in
SYMMIC, each iteration of the electro-thermal analysis should use SYMMIC to compute the peak junction
temperatures. The script that performs this analysis with SYMMIC in the loop is called "Iterate_SYMMIC".
Starting from the nominal temperatures, this script will carry out the following steps until the temperatures
converge or until the maximum number of iterations is reached:
1) Run the electrical simulation
2) Write out the power values
3) Run SYMMIC using the power values
4) Read the peak temperatures from SYMMIC and update the T values in MWO
5) Go to step 1
After setting the nominal temperature vector back to T={50,50,50,50}, the Iterate_SYMMIC script was run
on the project. The dialog presented by the script was filled in as shown below.
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Note that the path to the SYMMIC program folder must be included in the PATH environment variable so
that the script can find and run xSYMMIC to perform the thermal simulation. The progress of the script can
be monitored from the immediate window of the Scripting Editor. When xSYMMIC is running, the script
prints dots to this window and a separate shell window displays console messages describing the progress of
the thermal analysis.

Using the Iterate_SYMMIC script, the solution converged in 12 iterations to a slightly higher temperature:
{ 84.833, 84.911, 82.536, 80.812}
This result shows that the electro-thermal simulation using the equivalent thermal resistances within MWO
followed by a final thermal analysis in SYMMIC gives a temperature profile that is nearly as accurate as the
complete closed-loop thermal analysis.

Summary
SYMMIC and MWO together provide the ability to perform closed-loop electro-thermal analysis on a
MMIC design. Electrical and thermal simulations are fast and reliable. The scripts described in this
application note are general enough to use on a wide-variety of MMIC designs using different device
models. For more information on obtaining these scripts, contact your AWR sales representative.
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Temperature Distribution resulting from ElectroThermal Analysis of the Distributed Amplifier.
For more information contact:
John Fiala
CapeSym, Inc.
6 Huron Drive
Natick, MA 01760 USA
Email: fiala@capesym.com
Tel: +1 508 653 7100
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